A little reminder of what you will receive as a member & my goals.

-I plan on sharing patterns perspectives on three different fronts… Long, Intermediate and shortterm.
-I will share these patterns/perspectives in Gold, Silver, Copper and the metals mining stocks.
-I will also share sentiment polls and traders positions in as many metals.
-I believe that metals have a very bright future. Does that mean I will always share a pattern
that is bullish? No! Even though I believe Gold will be tons higher in the future, there are times,
like August of 2011, when I suggested for long-term holders that gold could be flat to down for
years to come.

-The metals report will be sent to you each Wednesday, by 9 p.m. Eastern time. I will send
reports other days of the week when price opportunities take place.
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Silver Creating Long-Term “Double Bottom?”
Below we look at Silver over the past 45-years on a monthly basis and apply
Fibonacci retracement levels to the 1980 highs and 1993 lows.
The trend remains down for Silver since the 2011 highs. After peaking 7-years ago,
Silver has tested the 23% level ($14 zone), twice over the past three years.

If Silver is creating a double bottom, it needs to hold at the $14 zone!!! All bets on
the double bottom would be off if it breaks below this dual support test.
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Would Be A Wonderful Price Point
For The Franc To Start A Rally!!
The Swiss Franc and Gold have made some “Big Moves” together over the past 20years, as they both bottomed together in 2000 and they both topped together in
2011. No doubt the trends for both remain down at this time!
The Franc continues to test 17-year rising support with momentum at the lowest
level in the past 5-years. Current prices would be a wonderful price point for a rally
to get start unfolding!!!
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Silver/Gold Ratio Continues Testing 20-Year Support
Below is our continued update on the Silver/Gold ratio over the past 20-years.
When the ratio is heading higher, it reflects that Silver is stronger than Gold, which
is often bullish for both metals. The ratio trend is down, which sends a bearish
message to metals.
The decline of late has the Silver/Gold ratio testing 20-year support again week at
(2), where rallies have taken place since the late 1990’s. As it is testing long-term
support, sentiment extremes are starting to take place, and smart money hedgers
are making a big bet Gold & Silver will rally.

If the ratio breaks 20-year support, it would suggest that metals still have more
downside action ahead of them.
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Gold/Dollar Ratio Bearish Trend Testing Support
Falling channel (1) has been in play since the lower highs back in 2011. The ratio
tried to break out a couple of months ago at (2) only to see a bearish reversal take
place.
The decline of late saw it hit 2017 lows a few weeks ago at (3), where a small rally
has taken place. If metals would happen to be bottoming, they need for support to
hold at (3)!
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Metals 6-pack- Majority continue to trade sideways, inside of a narrow range.
Gold, Gold/DXY and SLV/GLD are testing support at each (1), while GDX & GDXJ are
attempting to break support at each (2). GDXJ/GDX ratio is attempting a bullish
breakout at (3).
RIGHT CLICK HERE TO ENLARGE CHART BELOW
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Reversal At 17-Year Resistance Could Be
Bullish For Metals

RIGHT CLICK HERE TO ENLARGE CHART ABOVE

When this ratio is falling, which took place from 2001 until 2011, it was bullish for
metals (US$ was weaker than Gold). The ratio hit the bottom of this falling channel
in 2011 and has been heading higher ever since
The ratio is testing 17-year falling resistance at (1), where a bullish reversal could be
taking place.
This test is a HUGE one friends. Metals bulls NEEDS this resistance to hold!!!
US Dollar
Below is a look at the US$ over the past 20-years.
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The US$ is testing dual resistance at (1), where a small bit of weakness has taken
place the past few weeks. This resistance test could be the peak of a bearish inverse
head & shoulders for the US$
Breakout at (1) = Strong Bearish For Metals
Breaks Steep rising support at (2) = Short-term bullish message for metals.
If metals are to have a chance of turning higher,
US$ needs to fall in price at (2)!
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U.S. Dollar Sentiment = Just Under Excessive Levels
Below looks at the sentiment readings on the US Dollar.
Current sentiment now stands at 63%, which is 1% higher than last week. Near lofty
levels, yet NOT at extremes.

SLV/GLD Ratio
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GDXJ/GDX Ratio- (Historically weakness in this ratio, bearish for miners)
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What would an ideal world look like to be
Long and strong the metals complex?
I think we all know that “ideal” circumstances rarely take place. Below is a list of
things I would like to unfold for a nice rally in the metals complex.
- Swiss Franc holds at support and breaks out above multi-year pennant
pattern resistance
- US$ fails to break the 100 level and breaks below 92 trading range,
- which it is attempting to do the first of 2018!
- Silver/Gold Ratio turns higher and breaks resistance
- GDXJ/GDX ratio breaks resistance and moves higher
- SLW outperforming GDX, GDXJ, SLV, and GLD

Read the rest of this weekly metals report, including my pattern
analysis and position on Gold, Silver, Copper, the Miners and
Steel
(1st report you receive 50% off our retail price of $67 = $33)
Weekly Metals Report Description

You can cancel or switch your research any time right on line
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